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Abstract

ChatGPT is receiving increasing attention over the past few months. While evaluations of various
aspects of ChatGPT have been done, its robustness, i.e., the performance to unexpected inputs, is still
unclear to the public. Robustness is of particular concern in responsible AI, especially for safety-critical
applications. In this paper, we conduct a thorough evaluation of the robustness of ChatGPT from the
adversarial and out-of-distribution (OOD) perspective. To do so, we employ the AdvGLUE and ANLI
benchmarks to assess adversarial robustness and the Flipkart review and DDXPlus medical diagnosis
datasets for OOD evaluation. We select several popular foundation models as baselines. Results show
that ChatGPT shows consistent advantages on most adversarial and OOD classification and translation
tasks. However, the absolute performance is far from perfection, which suggests that adversarial and
OOD robustness remains a significant threat to foundation models. Moreover, ChatGPT shows astounding
performance in understanding dialogue-related texts and we find that it tends to provide informal
suggestions for medical tasks instead of definitive answers. Finally, we present in-depth discussions of
possible research directions.

1 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs), or foundation models [7], have achieved significant performance on various
natural language process (NLP) tasks. Given their superior in-context learning capability [30], prompting
foundation models has emerged as a widely adopted paradigm of NLP research and applications. ChatGPT is a
recent chatbot service released by OpenAI [33], which is a variant of the Generative Pre-trained Transformers
(GPT) family. Thanks to its friendly interface and great performance, ChatGPT has attracted over 100 million
users in two months.
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Figure 1: Robustness evaluation of different foundation models: performance vs. parameter size. Results show
that ChatGPT shows consistent advantage on adversarial and OOD classification tasks. However, its absolute
performance is far from perfection, indicating much room for improvement.

It is of imminent importance to evaluate the potential risks behind ChatGPT given its increasing worldwide
popularity in diverse applications. While previous efforts have evaluated various aspects of ChatGPT in law [10],
ethics [41], education [22], and reasoning [3], we focus on its robustness [4], which, to our best knowledge,
has not been thoroughly evaluated yet. Robustness refers to the ability to withstand disturbances or external
factors that may cause it to malfunction or provide inaccurate results. It is important to practical applications
especially the safety-critical scenarios. For instance, if we apply ChatGPT or other foundation models to fake
news detection, a malicious user might add noise or certain perturbations to the content to bypass the detection
system. Without robustness, the reliability of the system collapses.

Robustness threats exist in a wide range of scenarios: out-of-distribution (OOD) samples [55], adversarial
inputs [15], long-tailed samples [60], noisy inputs [31], and many others. In this paper, we pay special attention
to two popular types of robustness: the adversarial and OOD robustness, both of which are caused through input
perturbation. Specifically, adversarial robustness studies the model’s stability to adversarial and imperceptible
perturbations, e.g., adding trained noise to an image or changing some keywords of a text. On the other hand,
OOD robustness measures the performance of a model on unseen data from different distributions of the training
data, e.g., classifying sketches using a model trained for art painting or analyzing a hotel review using a model
trained for appliance review. More background of these robustness is elaborated in section 2.2.

Zero-shot robustness evaluation. While robustness research often requires training and optimization (e.g.,
fine-tuning, linear probing, domain adaptation and generalization, section 2.2), in this work, we focus on zero-shot
robustness evaluation. Given a foundation model, we perform inference directly on the test dataset for evaluation.
We argue that it becomes more expensive and unaffordable to train, or even load existing (and future, larger)
foundation models. For instance, the largest Flan-T5 model has 11 billion parameters [12], which is already
beyond the capability of most researchers and practitioners. Thus, their zero-shot performance becomes important
to downstream tasks. On the other hand, foundation models are typically trained on huge volumes of datasets
with huge amount of parameters, which seems to challenge conventional machine learning theories:

Are large foundation models all we need for robustness?

In this work, we conduct a thorough evaluation of ChatGPT on its adversarial and OOD robustness for natural
language understanding tasks. It is challenging to select appropriate datasets for evaluating ChatGPT since it
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is known to be trained on huge text datasets as of 2021. Eventually, we leverage several recent datasets for our
evaluation: AdvGLUE [54] and ANLI [32] for adversarial robustness and two new datasets for OOD robustness:
Flipkart review [49] and DDXPlus medical diagnosis datasets [46]. Furthermore, we randomly selected 30
samples from AdvGLUE to form an adversarial translation dataset to evaluate the translation performance. These
datasets represent various levels of robustness, thus provide a fair evaluation. The detailed information of these
datasets are introduced in section 3. We then select several popular foundation models from Huggingface model
hub and OpenAI service1 to compare with ChatGPT. In summary, we have 9 tasks and 2, 089 test examples.

Our findings. We perform zero-shot inference on all tasks using these models and fig. 1 summarizes our
main results. The major findings of the study include:

1. What ChatGPT does well:

• ChatGPT shows consistent improvements on most adversarial and OOD classification tasks.

• ChatGPT is good at translation tasks. Even in the presence of adversarial inputs, it can consistently
generate readable and reasonable responses.

• ChatGPT is better at understanding dialogue-related texts than other foundation models. This could
be attributed to its enhanced ability as a chatbot service, leading to good performance on DDXPlus
dataset.

2. What ChatGPT does not do well:

• The absolute performance of ChatGPT on adversarial and OOD classification tasks is still far from
perfection even if it outperforms most of the counterparts.

• The translation performance of ChatGPT is worse than its instruction-tuned sibling model text-davinci-
003.

• ChatGPT does not provide definitive answers for medical-related questions, but instead offers in-
formed suggestions and analysis. Thus, it can serve as a friendly assistant.

3. Other general findings about foundation models:

• Task-specific fine-tuning helps language models perform better on related tasks, e.g., NLI-fine-tuned
RoBERTa-L has similar performance to Flan-T5-L.

• Instruction tuning benefits large language models, e.g., Flan-T5-L achieves comparable performance
to text-davinci-002 and text-davinci-002 with significantly less parameters.

Beyond evaluations, we share more reflections in the discussion and limitation sections, providing experience
and suggestions to future research. Finally, we open-source our code and results at https://github.com/
microsoft/robustlearn to facilitate future explorations.

2 Background

2.1 Foundation Models, ChatGPT, and Existing Evaluation

Foundation models have become a popular research and application paradigm for natural language process tasks.
Since foundation models are trained on large volumes of data, they show significant performance improvement
on different downstream tasks such as sentiment analysis, question answering, automatic diagnosis, logical
reasoning, and sequence tagging. ChatGPT is a generative foundation model that belongs to the GPT-3.5 series

1Huggingface: https://huggingface.co/models. OpenAI service: https://openai.com/api.
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in OpenAI’s GPT family, coming after GPT [37], GPT-2 [38], GPT-3 [8], and InstructGPT [34]. In contrast to
its predecessors, ChatGPT makes it easy for every one to use just through a browser with enhanced multi-turn
dialogue capabilities. Although the technical details of ChatGPT is still not released, it is known to be trained
using reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) [11] with instruction tuning. Other than natural
language processing, there are also emerging efforts in building foundation models for computer vision [13],
music generation [1], biology [23, 25], and speech recognition [36].

Previous efforts evaluate ChatGPT in different aspects [50]. [3] proposes a multi-task, multi-modal, and
multilingual evaluation of ChatGPT on different tasks. They showed that ChatGPT performs reasonably well on
most tasks, while it does not bring great performance on low-resource tasks. Similar empirical evaluations are
also made by [2, 16]. Specifically, [35] also did several evaluations and they found that ChatGPT does not do well
on fine-grained downstream tasks such as sequence tagging. In addition to research from artificial intelligence,
researchers from other areas also showed interest in ChatGPT. [18, 41] expressed concerns that ChatGPT and
other large models should be regulated since they are double-edged swords. The evaluations on ethics are
done in [62]. There are reflections and discussions from law [10], education [17, 22, 26, 44], human-computer
interaction [45], medicine [21], and writing [5]. To the best of our knowledge, a thorough robustness evaluation
is currently under-explored.

2.2 Robustness

In the following, we present the formulation of robustness with the classification task (other tasks can be
formulated similarly). We are given a K-class classification dataset D = {xi, yi}ni=1, where x 2 Rd and y 2 [K]
are its d-dimensional input and output, respectively. We use `[·, ·] to denote the loss function.

Adversarial robustness An adversarial input [15] x
0 is generated by adding a ✏-bounded, imperceptible

perturbation � to the original input x. The optimal classifier can be learned by optimizing the following
objective [27]:

min
f2H

E(x,y)2D max
|�|✏

`[f(x+ �), y].

Out-of-distribution robustness On the other hand, OOD robustness (generalization) [42, 55] aims to learn
an optimal classifier on an unseen distribution by training on existing data. One popular formulation for OOD
robustness is to minimize the average risk on all distributions e, which is sampled over the set of all possible
distributions (could be large than D):

min
f2H

Ee⇠QE(x,y)2De`[f(x), y].

[57] presented GLUE-X, a benchmark based on GLUE and then conducted a thorough evaluation of the
OOD robustness of language models by training on in-distribution (ID) sets and then testing on OOD sets. Ours,
however, performs zero-shot evaluation. The OOD robustness of ChatGPT cannot be evaluated by GLUE and
GLUE-X benchmarks since it may include the entire GLUE datasets in its training data.

3 Datasets and Tasks

3.1 Adversarial Datasets

We adopt AdvGLUE [54] and adversarial natural language inference (ANLI) [32] benchmarks for evaluating
adversarial robustness. AdvGLUE is a modified version of the existing GLUE benchmark [52] by adding different
kinds of adversarial noise to the text: word-level perturbation (typo), sentence-level perturbation (distraction),
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Table 2: Statistics of test sets in this paper

Area Dataset Task #Sample #Class

Adversarial
robustness

SST-2 sentiment classification 148 2
QQP quora question pairs 78 3

MNLI multi-genre natural language inference 121 3
QNLI question-answering NLI 148 2
RTE textual entailment recognition 81 2

ANLI text classification 1200 3
AdvGLUE-T machine translation (En ! Zh) 30 -

OOD
robustness

Flipkart sentiment classification 331 2
DDXPlus medical diagnosis classification 100 50

and human-crafted perturbations. We adopt 5 tasks from AdvGLUE: SST-2, QQP, MNLI, QNLI, and RTE. Since
the test set of AdvGLUE is not public, we adopt its development set instead for evaluation. Although AdvGLUE
is a classification benchmark, we additionally construct an adversarial machine translation (En ! Zh) dataset,
termed AdvGLUE-T, by randomly selecting 30 samples from AdvGLUE.

ANLI is a large-scale dataset designed to assess the generalization and robustness of natural language
inference (NLI) models, which was created by Facebook AI Research. It comprises 16,000 premise-hypothesis
pairs that are classified into three categories: entailment, contradiction, and neutral. The dataset is divided into
three parts (R1, R2, and R3) based on the number of iterations used during its creation, with R3 being the most
difficult and diverse. Therefore, we select the test set of R3 for evaluating the adversarial robustness of our
models.

3.2 Out-of-distribution Datasets

We adopt two new datasets2 for OOD robustness evaluation: Flipkart [49] and DDXPlus [46]. Flipkart is a
product review dataset and DDXPlus is a new medical diagnosis dataset, both of which are released in 2022.
These two datasets can be used to construct classification tasks. We randomly sample a subset of each dataset to
form the test sets. table 2 shows the statistics of each dataset.

Remark: Finding an OOD dataset for large models like ChatGPT is difficult due to the unavailability of its
training data. Consider these datasets as ‘out-of-example’ datasets since they did not show up in ChatGPT’s
training data. Additionally, distribution shift may happen at different dimensions: not only across domains, but
also across time. Thus, even if ChatGPT and other LLMs may already use similar datasets like medical diagnosis
and product review, our selected datasets are still useful for OOD evaluation due to temporal distribution shift.
Finally, we must admit the limitation of these datasets and look forward to brand new ones for more thorough
evaluation.

2Considering ChatGPT is reported to be trained on a substantial corpus of internet language data as of 2021, identifying an out-of-
distribution dataset poses a difficulty. Furthermore, we concern that previous natural language processing datasets predating 2022 may
have been assimilated by ChatGPT, so we only utilize datasets that are recently released.
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Table 3: Zero-shot classification results on adversarial (ASR#) and OOD (F1") datasets. The best and second-best
results are highlighted in bold and underline.

Model & #Param. Adversarial robustness (ASR#) OOD robustness (F1")
SST-2 QQP MNLI QNLI RTE ANLI Flipkart DDXPlus

Random 50.0 50.0 66.7 50.0 50.0 66.7 20.0 4.0

DeBERTa-L (435 M) 66.9 39.7 64.5 46.6 60.5 69.3 60.6 4.5
BART-L (407 M) 56.1 62.8 58.7 52.0 56.8 57.7 57.8 5.3

GPT-J-6B (6 B) 48.7 59.0 73.6 50.0 56.8 66.5 28.0 2.4
Flan-T5-L (11 B) 40.5 59.0 48.8 50.0 56.8 68.6 58.3 8.4
GPT-NEOX-20B (20 B) 52.7 56.4 59.5 54.0 48.1 70.0 39.4 12.3
OPT-66B (66 B) 47.6 53.9 60.3 52.7 58.0 58.3 44.5 0.3
BLOOM (176 B) 48.7 59.0 73.6 50.0 56.8 66.5 28.0 0.1
text-davinci-002 (175 B) 46.0 28.2 54.6 45.3 35.8 68.8 57.5 18.9
text-davinci-003 (175 B) 44.6 55.1 44.6 38.5 34.6 62.9 57.3 19.6
ChatGPT (175 B) 39.9 18.0 32.2 34.5 24.7 55.3 60.6 20.2

4 Experiment

4.1 Zero-shot Classification

4.1.1 Setup

We compare the performance of ChatGPT on AdvGLUE classification benchmark with the following existing
popular foundation models: DeBERTa-L [19], BART-L [24], GPT-J-6B [53], Flan-T5 [12, 39], GPT-NEOX-
20B [6], OPT-66B [59], BLOOM [40], and GPT-3 (text-davinci-002 and text-davinci-003) 3. The latter two are
from OpenAI API service and the rest are on Hugging face model hub. The notation ‘-L’ means ‘-large’, as we
only evaluate the large version of these models.

For adversarial classification tasks on AdvGLUE and ANLI, we adopt attack success rate (ASR) as the metric
for robustness. For OOD classification tasks, F1-score (F1) is adopted as the metric. As mentioned before,
we only perform zero-shot evaluation. Thus, we simply run all models on a local computer with plain GPUs,
which could be the case in most downstream applications.4 Note that we use the NLI-fine-tuned version of
DeBERTa-L and BART-L on natural language inference tasks to perform zero-shot classification since they are
not originally designed for text classification. For other models, we adopt the prompt-based paradigm to get
answers for classification by inputting prompts. Note that we manually processed some outputs since the outputs
of some generative LLMs are not easy to control.

4.1.2 Results

The classification results of adversarial and OOD robustness are shown in table 3.
First, ChatGPT shows consistent improvements on adversarial datasets. It outperforms all counterparts

on all adversarial classification tasks. However, we see that there is still room for improvement since the absolute
performance is far from perfection. For instance, the ASRs on SST-2 and ANLI are 40% and 55.3%, respectively,
indicating much room for improvement. This could be due to the reason that they are trained on clean corpus and

3Note that the classification task may be unfavorable to the generative models since we did not limit their output space as discriminative
models like DeBERTa-L do.

4Even the local computer is not that “plain” since it requires at least 1 A100 GPU with 80 GB of memory.
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some adversarial texts are washed out from the training data. Beyond ChatGPT, it is also surprising to find that
most methods only achieve slightly better than random guessing, while some even do not beat random guessing.
This indicates that the zero-shot adversarial robustness of most foundation models is not promising. In addition to
foundation models, we are surprised to find that some small models also achieve great performance on adversarial
tasks while it has much less parameters than the strong models (e.g, DeBERTa-L on QQP and QNLI tasks). This
indicate that fine-tuning on relevant tasks can still improve the performance. Furthermore, Flan-T5 also achieves
comparable performance to most larger models. Since Flan-T5 is also trained via instruction tuning, this implies
the efficacy of such training approach in prompting-based NLP tasks.

Second, all models after GPT-2 (text-davinci-002, text-davinci-003, and ChatGPT) perform well on
OOD datasets. This observation is in consistency with recent finding in OOD research that the in-distribution
(ID) and OOD performances are positively correlated [29]. However, ChatGPT and its sibling models perform
much better on DDXPlus, indicating its ability to recognize new or diverse domain data. Additionally, some
large models performs better, e.g., Flan-T5-L outperforms some larger models such as OPT-66B and BLOOM.
This can be explained as overfitting on certain large models or they have an inverse ID-OOD relation [47] on our
test sets. It should also be noted that the absolute performance of ChatGPT and davinci series are still far from
perfection.

Third, on the DDXPlus dataset, ChatGPT is better at understanding diaglogue-related texts compared
with other LLMs. The DDXPlus benchmark presents a formidable challenge for many models. The majority of
models perform at a level akin to random chance, with the exception of the davinci series and ChatGPT, which
exhibit exceptional performance. One plausible explanation for the superior performance of these three models
may be their substantial increase in the number of model parameters. This substantial increase in parameter
count may enable the model to learn more complex representations and subsequently result in an improvement of
performance. Another possible reason for the success of ChatGPT is its ability to understand the conversational
context of DDXPlus, which consists of doctor-posed diagnostic questions and patient responses. ChatGPT has
demonstrated superior performance in understanding conversational context compared to previous models, which
likely contributes to its improved performance on this dataset.

Finally, it is worth noting that due to the critical nature of the healthcare field, ChatGPT does not provide
definitive answers in medical-related questions but instead offers informed suggestions and analysis,
followed by a recommendation for further offline testing and consultation to ensure accurate diagnosis.
When the provided information is insufficient to make a judgment, ChatGPT will acknowledge this and offer an
explanation, demonstrating its responsible approach to medical-related inquiries. This highlights the benefits
of using ChatGPT for medical-related inquiries compared to search engines, as it can provide comprehensive
analysis and suggestions without requiring the users to have medical expertise, while also being responsible and
cautious in its responses. This suggests a promising future for the integration of ChatGPT in computer-aided
diagnosis systems.

4.2 Zero-shot Machine Translation

4.2.1 Setup

We further evaluate the adversarial robustness of ChatGPT on an English-to-Chinese (En ! Zh) machine
translation task. The test set (AdvGLUE-T) is sub-sampled from the adversarial English text in AdvGLUE and
we manually translate them into Chinese as ground truth. We evaluate the zero-shot translation performance of
ChatGPT against text-davinci-002 and text-davinci-003. We further adopt two fine-tuned machine translation
models from the Huggingface model hub: OPUS-MT-EN-ZH [48] and Trans-OPUS-MT-EN-ZH5. We report

5Note that there are only few En ! Zh machine translation models released on Huggingface model hub and we pick the top two with
the most downloads.
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BLEU, GLEU, and METEOR in experiments to conduct a fair comparison among several models.6

4.2.2 Results

The results of zero-shot machine translation are shown in table 4. Note that all three models from the GPT
family outperforms the fine-tuned models. Interestingly, text-davinci-003 generalizes the best on all metrics. The
performance of ChatGPT is better to text-davinci-002 on BLUE and GLUE, but slightly worse on METOR. While
differing in metrics, we find the translated texts of ChatGPT (and text-davinci-002 and text-davinci-003)
is very readable and reasonable to humans, even given adversarial inputs. This indicates the adversarial
robustness capability on machine translation of ChatGPT might originate from GPT-3.

Table 4: Zero-shot machine translation results on adversarial text sampled from AdvGLUE.

Model BLEU" GLEU" METOR"

OPUS-MT-EN-ZH 18.11 26.78 46.38
Trans-OPUS-MT-EN-ZH 15.23 24.89 45.02

text-davinci-002 24.97 36.30 59.28
text-davinci-003 30.60 40.01 61.88

ChatGPT 26.27 37.29 58.95

4.3 Case Study

table 5 shows some results of ChatGPT across word-level (typo) and sentence-level (distraction) adversarial
inputs. It is evident that both adversaries pose a considerable challenge to ChatGPT, through their ability to
mislead the model’s judgement. It should be noted that these adversaries are prevalent in everyday interactions,
and the existence of numerous forms of textual adversarial attacks highlights the necessity of defensive strategies
for ChatGPT. Unlike adversarial inputs, it is not easy to analyze why ChatGPT performs bad for OOD datasets
since the notion of “distribution” is hard to quantify.

5 Discussion

5.1 Adversarial Attack Remains a Major Threat

As discussed in experiments, dealing with adversarial inputs still remains challenging to large foundation models.
With the proliferation of foundation model service such as ChatGPT, such adversarial vulnerability remains a
major threat to various downstream scenarios, especially those safety-critical applications. On the other hand,
since adversarial inputs are subjectively generated by humans, but not exist in nature, we argue that foundation
models might never cover all distributions of possible adversarial inputs during their training [20]. Other than
error correction, a possible solution for model owners is to first inject adversarial inputs to their training data,
which could improve its robustness to existing adversarial noise. Then, as a long-standing goal to improve the
model robustness, the pre-trained model can be continuously trained on human-generated or algorithm-generated
adversarial inputs.

As for those who cannot train large models and only use them in downstream tasks, such threat still exists
due to the defect inheritance of pre-trained models. In this case, how to achieve perfect fine-tuning or adaptation
performance on downstream tasks while certainly reducing the defect inheritance remains a major challenge.
Luckily, some pioneering work [9, 61] might provide solutions. This represents a novel and emerging direction for

6We use NLTK (https://www.nltk.org/) to calculate these metrics.
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Table 5: Case study on adversarial examples. Adversarial manipulations are marked red.

Type Input Truth davinci003 ChatGPT

i think you ’re here for raunchy college humor . Positive Negative Negative

Mr. Tsai is a very oriignal artist in his medium , and
what time is it there?

Positive Positive Positive

Q1: Can you TRANSLATE these to English
language?
Q2: Cn you translate ths from Bengali to English
lagnuage?

Not
equivalent

Not
equivalent Equivalent

word-level
(typo) Q1: What are the best things in Hog Kong?

Q2: What is the best thing in Hong Kong? Equivalent Not
equivalent

Not
equivalent

Question: What is the minimum required if you
want to teach in Canada?
Sentence: @KMcYo0 In most provinces a second
Bachelor’s Degree such as a Bachelor of Education
is required to become a qualified teacher.

Not
entailment Entailment Entailment

Question: @uN66rN What kind of water body is
rumored to be obscuring Genghis Khan’s burial
site?
Sentence: Folklore says that a river was diverted
over his grave to make it impossible to find (the
same manner of burial as the Sumerian King
Gilgamesh of Uruk and Atilla the Hun).

Entailment Not
entailment

Not
entailment

https://t.co/1GPp0U the iditarod lasts for days - this
just felt like it did .

Negative Positive Negativesentence-level
(distraction)

holden caulfield did it better . https://t.co/g4vJKP Negative Positive Negative

future research. However, as foundation models grow larger that go beyond the capabilities of most researchers,
reducing the defects through fine-tuning could be impossible. An open question rises for both model owners and
downstream users on how to defend the adversarial attack.

In addition to adversaries in training data, prompts can also be attacked [28], which requires further knowledge
and algorithms to deal with. This is currently a challenging problem due to the sensitivity of prompting to LLMs.

5.2 Can OOD Generalization be Solved by Large Foundation Models?

Larger models like ChatGPT and text-davinci-003 have the potential to achieve superior performance on OOD
datasets with better prompt engineering, inspiring us to think of the problem: is OOD generalization solved
by these giant models? The huge training data and parameters are a double-edged sword: overfitting vs.
generalization. It is also intuitive to think that OOD data is unseen during training, so adding it into training set is
enough, which is what these large models did. Is the “unreasonable effectiveness of data” [43] real? However, as
the model sizes are becoming larger, it still remains unknown when and why LLMs will overfit.

Another possible reason is the training data of ChatGPT and text-davinci-003 actually encompass similar
distributions to our test sets even if they are collected after 2021. Flipkart is for product review and DDXPlus is
for medical diagnosis, which in fact are common domains widely existing on the Internet. Thus, they could be
not OOD to these models, that could lead to overfitting. New datasets from long-tailed domains are in need for
more fair evaluations.
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Finally, our analysis does not show that ID-OOD performances are always positively correlated [29], but can
sometimes inversely correlated [47]. Regularization and other techniques should be developed to improve the
OOD performance of language models.

5.3 Beyond NLP Foundation Models

Adversarial and OOD robustness do not only exist in natural language, but also in other domains. In fact, most
research comes from machine learning and computer vision communities. Researchers in computer vision area
could possibly think: can we solve OOD and adversarial robustness in image data by training a vision foundation
model? For instance, the recent ViT-22B [13] scales vision Transformer [14] to 22 billion parameters by training
it on the 4 billion JFT dataset [58] (a larger version of the previous JFT-300M dataset [43]), which becomes the
largest vision foundation model to date. ViT-22B shows superior performance on different image classification
tasks. However, it does not show “emergent abilities” [56] with the increment of parameters as other LLMs. Not
only LLMs, the robustness in other areas also remains to be solved.

Back to theory, algorithms, and optimization areas, which foundational research areas in artificial intelligence.
Will the large foundation models disrupt these areas? First, we should acknowledge that the success of foundation
models should also attribute to these areas, e.g., most LLMs adopt the Transformer [51] and other advanced
learning and training research. Second, the success of foundation models shed light on these areas: can we solve
the problems like adversarial and OOD by developing new theories, algorithms, and optimization methods? Such
research could offer valuable contribution to foundation models, e.g., improve the data and training efficiency and
efficacy. Finally, researchers in these areas should not be dis-encouraged since the advance of scientific research
should be diverse and not restricted to those done with rich computing resources.

6 Limitation

This paper offers a preliminary empirical study on the robustness of large foundation models, which has the
following limitations.

First, we only perform zero-shot classification using ChatGPT and other models. Results of these models
could change if we perform fine-tuning or adaptation given enough computing resources. But as we stated in
introduction, it is expensive and un-affordable to perform further operation on today’s latest foundation models,
we believe zero-shot evaluation is reasonable.

Second, it seems controversial to evaluate large foundation models on small datasets in this work. However,
since the training data of ChatGPT and some large models remains unclear, it is difficult to find larger datasets.
Especially, ChatGPT is trained on huge datasets on the Internet as of 2021, making it more difficult to find
appropriate datasets for thorough evaluation. We do believe more datasets can be used for such evaluation.

Third, we did most evaluations on text classification and only minor evaluations on machine translation. It is
well-known that ChatGPT and other foundation models can do more tasks such as generation. Again, because of
lack of appropriate datasets, evaluating generation performance is also difficult. We also admit that introducing
more proper prompts could improve its performance.

Fourth, it is worth noting that ChatGPT is mainly designed to be a chatbot service rather than a tool for text
classification. Our evaluations are mainly for classification, which have nothing to do with the robustness of
ChatGPT for online chatting experience. We do hope every end-user can find ChatGPT helpful in their lives.

Finally, we could further provide detailed synopsis by conducting experiments on data before 2021 as
comparisons and analyzing more OOD cases to see why ChatGPT succeeds or fails. Other experiments include
detailed ablation study using different language models and investigation of induced outputs by LLMs through
prompts. These can be done in future work. Another claim is that ChatGPT is not perfect for adversarial tasks.
But we also need to develop certain metrics to show ‘how good’ is the performance.
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7 Conclusion

This paper presented a preliminary evaluation of the robustness of ChatGPT from the adversarial and out-of-
distribution perspective. While we acknowledge the advance of large foundation models on adversarial and
out-of-distribution robustness, our experiments show that there is still room for improvement to ChatGPT and
other large models on these tasks. Afterwards, we presented in-depth analysis and discussion beyond NLP area,
and then highlight some potential research directions regarding foundation models. We hope our evaluation,
analysis, and discussions could provide experience to future research.
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